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Background: Systemic lupus erythematosus is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by the presence of various autoantibodies. Unnoticed and progressive cognitive impairment may develop in the course of disease even without overt neuropsychiatric (NP) features. Some authors attributed this mild impairment to the immune-mediated myelinopathy. Evidence exists that myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) might act as a mediator of interactions between myelin and the immune system.

Objectives: To detect the role of MOG-Ab in neurologic manifestations of childhood-onset SLE (cSLE) and to better delineate the actual grade of cognitive dysfunction by neurocognitive tests in patients without overt NP features (non-NPSLE). Moreover, we aimed to identify the localization of pathology at molecular level by analyzing the presence of any correlation between various metabolite peaks in MR spectroscopy (MRS) and the severity of cognitive dysfunction in non-NPSLE children.

Methods: MOG-Ab levels were studied in all healthy subjects (>28) and in all patients with (NPSLE >9) and without (non-NPSLE >36) overt neuropsychiatric manifestations. All of the non-NPSLE group and healthy group underwent brain MR and MRS examination. However, only 20 subjects in each group met the MRS imaging standards for evaluation. In the non-NPSLE group, 29 cSLE patients were further evaluated by neurocognitive tests. Sixteen children with non-NPSLE were assessed by both MRS and neurocognitive tests.

Results: The mean age of the SLE patients at study time was 16.22±3.22 years. MOG-Ab was detected positive neither in cSLE nor in healthy group.

In children with non-NPSLE, verbal IQ ranged from 40 to 108 (mean: 79.06±17.66), performance IQ ranged from 42 to 111 (mean: 92.03±16.28), and full-scale IQ ranged from 40 to 106 (mean: 84.31±16.39). There were 15 patients (51%) in non-NPSLE with a full-scale IQ under 85. There was no significant difference between the non-NPSLE group and healthy subjects in terms of choline, N-aspartic acid (NAA), creatine, NAA/creatine and choline/creatine.

A negative correlation was observed between the NAA/Cre level of the left frontal white matter in MRS and the stroop test time (measures the ability to shift a perceptual set with changing demands which is a function of the frontal lobes) (p=0.015; r=0.598).

Conclusion: More than a half of our patients in non-NPSLE group were found to have a full-scale IQ under 85. Cognitive impairment may develop insidiously in cSLE patients even without any overt symptom or sign. There was no association of MOG-Ab with cSLE, whether neuropsychiatric manifestations present or not. A causal relationship between immune-mediated myelinopathy and neuropsychiatric involvement/cognitive impairment could not be suggested, since there has been no patient with positive MOG-Ab and there has been no difference in choline, choline/creatinine ratio between cSLE patients and healthy subjects. Decrease in the NAA/Cre level of the left frontal white matter in MRS, which is a finding of neuronal loss, may be used as a first sign of cognitive impairment in patients with cSLE.
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